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A WorkCover guide for Medical Professionals

Introduction
We have written this guide to help medical professionals better understand their
interactions with the WorkCover scheme. The guide is divided into the following parts:
– Introduction to the WorkCover scheme
– Medical reports
– Certificates of capacity
– Occupational rehabilitation providers
– Courts and evidence
We encourage you to keep a copy of this guide handy for future reference.
If you ever have any questions regarding the WorkCover system we would encourage
you to contact us if we are representing your patient, or if they do not have legal
representation. If your patient is represented by another firm then you should contact
them if you need clarification on any matters relating to your patients’ claim.
Ryan Carlisle Thomas and Stringer Clark are also happy to run information sessions
at your practice regarding WorkCover, TAC, victims of crime, superannuation and
TPD matters and any other type of legal matter where your work intersects with the
legal system. These sessions are free and can be arranged on your premises or at a
suitable venue nearby.
If you have any general questions or wish to arrange an information session please
contact us as follows:
Metro: enquiries@rctlaw.com.au or 1300 366 441
Regional: enquiries@stringerclark.com.au or 1800 641 743
Ryan Carlisle Thomas:
Stringer Clark:
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Overview of WorkCover
WorkCover claims are governed by the Accident Compensation Act or the Workplace Injury
and Rehabilitation Act.
This legislation provides that a worker has the right to lodge a WorkCover claim if they
sustain and injury or an aggravation of an injury during the course of their employment,
regardless of whose fault the accident is.
If a claim is accepted, the worker is entitled to receive:
– Reasonable medical and like expenses;
– Weekly payments; and potentially
– A lump sum payment known as an impairment benefit claim or s. 98C Claim
They may also have an entitlement to Common Law damages for pain and suffering and
economic loss if it can be shown that they have a Serious Injury and that the injury occurred
in negligent circumstances.

Weekly Payments of Compensation
Firstly, in order to commence a claim for weekly payments, workers must submit:
1. A claim for compensation application form, and
2.	A medical certificate from their treating doctor or specialist on a prescribed
WorkCover form.
In most circumstances, an entitlement to weekly payments ceases when a worker has
received an aggregate period of 130 weeks of weekly payments.
Injured workers are entitled to remain in receipt of weekly payments beyond 130 weeks if
they are regarded as having “no current work capacity and are likely to continue indefinitely
to have no current work capacity”.
A further entitlement to weekly payments may continue beyond 130 weeks if injured
workers return to work for a period no less than 15 hours a week and receive current
weekly earnings of at least $186.00 per week, but because of their injury they are unlikely
to continue to be capable of undertaking further employment which would increase their
ability to earn income.
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Rehabilitation and Return to Work
While injured workers are receiving weekly payments of compensation, a number of
responsibilities are imposed upon them by the WorkCover laws. They include:
–	Making every reasonable effort to return to work in suitable employment, if their
treating doctors are of the view that the employment offered to them is suitable;
–	Making every reasonable effort to participate in an occupational rehabilitation
program or a return to work plan, if their treating doctors are of the view that the
rehabilitation program or return to work plan offered to them is suitable;
–	Participation in assessments by the WorkCover claims agent of their work capacity,
rehabilitation progress and employment prospects when requested;
–	Participation in independent medical examinations arranged by the WorkCover
claims agent; and
–	Updating medical certificates of capacity using the WorkCover prescribed form.
When an injured worker does not make reasonable efforts, and does not comply with
the requirements set out above, the WorkCover claims agent may seek to terminate the
worker’s entitlements under the Act.

Medical and like expenses
The Act requires injured workers to:
–	Ensure that invoices or receipts for medical and related expenses are forwarded to
the WorkCover claims agent for payment;
–	Keep records and receipts relating to the medical treatment they receive, and
–	Obtain prior approval from the WorkCover claims agent before incurring any medical
or related expenses. Injured workers must purchase their medications at a pharmacy
(even non-prescription medications) or their claim for reimbursement will be denied.

Non Economic Lump Sum Benefits
The WorkCover laws permit a worker to claim lump sum compensation for their injuries.
To be entitled to a lump sum injured workers must establish on medical grounds that they
have a 10% whole person impairment or more for physical injuries (5% for injuries to the
spine or upper/lower limbs sustained on or after 3 December 2003) or a 30% primary
psychiatric impairment in accordance with the AMA Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent
Impairment (4th Edition).
The injury must be permanent and stable before an impairment claim can be made.
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Common Law Entitlements
In order to be successful in a common law negligence action against an employer (or a third
party where applicable) for lump sum damages for pain and suffering and/or loss of earning
capacity, injured workers must establish that:
1.	Their injuries occurred as a result of the employer’s or other party’s negligence. That
is, the employer could have or should have foreseen the happening of your injuries by
their acts or omissions and taken reasonably practical steps to avoid them, and
2. Their injury is classified as a “serious injury” as defined by the Act.
“Serious injury” is defined under the Act as:
1.	A 30% or greater whole person impairment assessed pursuant to the AMA Guides to
Evaluation of Permanent Impairment (4th Edition); or
2. A permanent serious impairment or loss of a body function; or
3. A permanent serious disfigurement; or
4. A permanent severe mental or permanent severe behavioral disturbance or disorder, or
5. Loss of a foetus.
The Act also states that:
The term “serious and severe” are to be satisfied by reference to the consequences to the
worker of any impairment or loss of a body function with respect to:
i) pain and suffering; or
ii) loss of earning capacity;
when judged by comparison with other cases in the range of possible impairments or losses
of a body function.
The law in Victoria requires all common law actions to be issued within six (6) years of the
date of injury, failing which the workers’ rights will be significantly curtailed.

Legal Costs
At RCT / Stringer Clark we understand the devastating financial impact that a WorkCover
Claim can have not only on and injured worker but also upon their family. If we agree to take a
case on, we’ll fund it, fees and expenses. If the claim is unsuccessful, our client’s pay nothing.
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A quick guide to WorkCover
Statutory
entitlements
“No Fault”

Common Law
entitlements
“Fault Based”

– Lodge claim

Seeking Lump Sum
payment for pain &
suffering and potentially
economic loss.

– “Reasonable” medical
and like expenses
General Practitioner, medication,
specialist, physical therapies.

– Weekly payments
– Certificates every 28 days
– 1 - 3 weeks - 95% of wage
– 14 - 130 weeks - 80% of wage
– 130+ weeks - 80% of wage
Payments will cease post 130 weeks
unless worker shows “No current work capacity”
for the foreseeable future.

– S98C or “Impairment Claim”
12 - 18 months after injury or once ‘stable’

Requires:


– “Serious injury” (SI)



– 60% test for economic loss



– Negligence

Lodge SI application on
WorkCover. 120 days to
Accept
or Reject

Settlement
conference

– 5% spinal OR musculo-skeletal injury
– 10% other physical injuries/diseases
– 30% psychiatric injury

Settle or start
damages trial
(Quantum &
Liability)

YES

Court Case –
Judge decides if
“Serious Injury”
NO

No entitlement
to Common Law
damages
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What Doctors need to know
about WorkCover
Certificates of capacity
Who can complete a certificate of capacity?
The Victorian WorkCover Authority provides that only certain Medical practitioners can
complete certificates of capacity. These are General Practitioners, Psychiatrists, Surgeons,
Physiotherapists, Chiropractors and Osteopaths.
Physiotherapist cannot issue the first certificate of capacity, but can issue subsequent
certificates.

When to complete Certificates of Capacity
When a health provider believes their patient is suffering from an illness, injury or condition
caused during the course of employment a certificate of capacity should be completed.

Entitlements to payments
When a worker is suffering from an injury, illness or condition that has arisen in the course
of employment certificates of capacity should be issued by the workers treating practitioner.
When a worker is unable work their pre-injury duties and hours and they have an accepted
WorkCover claim they will be entitled to weekly payments of compensation for up to a period
of 130 weeks. Once a worker has received 130 weeks of payments they will only be entitled
to ongoing payments if they do not have a capacity for any employment what so ever.

What happens when Certificates are not issued?
Payments will not be made unless the worker has provided valid certificates of capacity.
In this regard, Certificates of capacity are like the injured worker’s time sheet. If a worker
believes they have a work-related illness, injury or condition and a certificate of capacity is
not issued a worker will not receive weekly payments of compensation.
The injured worker has the right to refer the dispute to The Accident Compensation
Conciliation Service (ACCS). In order to receive weekly payments, the Conciliation Officer
must be satisfied that the worker has made all reasonable attempts to obtain a medical
certificate.

Certificates of Capacity and return to work plans
A worker cannot return to work until such time as their certificate of capacity certifies them
for full duties or suitable duties. Return to work plans are then developed based on the
restrictions contained in the certificate. It is important that treating practitioners identify each
restriction on the Certificate of Capacity. This is also important for the employer to be able to
provide suitable duties for the worker that are within their restrictions.
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When a certificate is considered invalid
Certificates of capacity will be deemed invalid if they cover a period of more than 28 days.
The first certificate also needs to only be for a 14-day period.
In limited circumstances, the insurer can agree to certificates being issued for a 3 month
period however, this is generally only for workers that remain unfit for all duties for many
years. Permission needs be sought from the Insurer before they will accept three monthly
certificates.

Backdating Certificates of Capacity
Certificates may be backdated for a period of 90 days. Backdated certificates must still be
for periods of not more than 28 days. The date of examination should be entered as the
date you saw the patient, even if the Certificate of capacity was not issued on this day, the
date of issue should be the date the certificate is provided to the client.
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Engaging with Occupational
Rehab Providers
Why do rehab providers make contact?
Occupational rehab providers generally make contact if a certificate of capacity has been
altered to say that a worker has a capacity for alternate/suitable employment, or if an
Independent Medical Examiner believes that a worker has the capacity to return to some
form of employment.
They will make contact with you to get your opinion as to the injured worker’s capacity, any
restrictions that should be imposed and the appropriate hours for them to work. You may be
sent a Return to Work Arrangements questionnaire for completion. It is important that when
completing this form you are aware of the workers duties and the nature of their workplace.
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be provided

aining, etc.

What are my obligations?
When an occupational rehab provider makes contact it will generally be to set up a
conference between yourself, the worker and the rehab provider with the aim of developing
a return to work plan.

Under the current legislation, workers are not allowed to refuse to attend these meetings.
If they do, -they risk their weekly payments being terminated for non-compliance. General
Practitioners on the other hand can refuse to attend the conference if they deem that it is
inappropriate or could cause psychological harm to the worker. If a GP refuses to participate
in the conference this will not impact upon the worker’s weekly payments

Medical Reports
Your most common interaction with personal injury lawyers is likely through requests for
medical reports or clinical notes.
Medical reports are needed by personal injury lawyers for several reasons. They can often
be required when trying to establish someone’s entitlement to a particular medical and like
expense, weekly payments or lump sum damages.
We can’t stress enough how important medical reports can be. Your opinion can make
a significant difference to the outcome in your patients matter, whether it be for medical
treatment, weekly payments or a lump sum. We would encourage you to contact the lawyer
that has requested a report if you unsure what you are being asked or have other queries
or concerns.

Questions asked in reports
You might find the questions asked in a medical report request are technical or confusing.
This is not because we enjoy asking tricky questions. The questions we ask in our report
requests are phrased in particular ways due to the requirements of the law when dealing
with WorkCover entitlements.
For example, if we are trying to obtain lump sum damages for an injured worker, we must
first obtain from the Victorian WorkCover Authority a “serious injury certificate”. When
applying for a serious injury certificate, we are only permitted to rely on one body part or
“body function” in making a claim. For example, a worker falls 2 metres off a ladder and
injures their right shoulder and left knee. Both injuries may significantly impact the worker.
When applying for a serious injury certificate we must only pick one of those injuries to rely
on. We cannot combine the effects of both injuries to apply for a serious injury certificate. As
such you will see that questions are often phrased in a way that limits you to commenting
on one injury, not all injuries sustained in the accident.
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Multiple reports
When running either serious injury applications or common law claims in the Court, we
must have up-to-date medical evidence in relation to the workers claim. This is generally
the reason why you may be requested to provide multiple reports over a number of years.
For example, your first report may be used in a dispute over whether the worker should
continue to receive weekly payments. At a later time, an update report as to the worker’s
current condition may be required for a claim for a serious injury certificate. This is because
Courts will always assess an injured person based upon their current presentation and
problems rather than how they were at some time in the past.
Timing to have up-to-date reports for Court can be difficult when a Court date is fixed at
short notice or when the worker is having ongoing significant treatment that we wish to
ensure is included in the report. That means that sometimes the report will be requested on
an urgent basis.

Clinical notes
Requests for clinical notes often cause significant concern to a medical practitioner as the
notes can include matters that are entirely unrelated and irrelevant to the workers injury.
These requests can come in the form of a subpoena of medical records or one of a number
of different authorities that a worker must sign to be able to claim various entitlements
through the WorkCover scheme.
By and large these requests are for the entirety of the workers clinical notes, not from the
date of injury. There is unfortunately very little that can be done to oppose a request for
clinical notes. In limited circumstances, as lawyers for the injured person, we can oppose
the release of some information contained in clinical notes if it is irrelevant to the claim and
is of a prejudicial or embarrassing nature. Such a dispute would be decided by a Magistrate
or Judge.
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Courts and evidence
Different Courts where you might give evidence
There are three different courts in which you may be required to give evidence in
WorkCover matters.
The most common Court where you may have to give evidence is the Magistrates’ Court.
The Magistrates’ Court deals with issues relating to whether a claim should be accepted in
the first place and entitlements to medical and like expenses and/or weekly payments. The
vast majority relate to the rejection of claims, termination of weekly payments or disputes
over the reasonableness of medical and like expenses.
Unlike in the County Court, we are generally not able to tender reports as evidence. In most
cases we do need to call a doctor or health practitioner to give evidence in relation to the
treatment they have provided to their patient.
The County Court can hear both applications for “serious injury certificates” and can also
hear damages trials. By far and away the more common type of matter is a serious injury
application. In those matters it is now very rare that doctors are required to give evidence.
The Court has attempted to restrict as much as possible the need for medical practitioners
to give evidence in serious injury applications.
Trials can be held in either the County Court or Supreme Court.

Why are we calling you?
As explained above, for Magistrates’ court matters and for damages trials, generally
evidence from the injured person’s primary medical practitioners is required. The Court
wants to see and hear evidence from the practitioner directly rather than through a series of
medical reports. For us to prove our case, we need your evidence.
If you are called to give evidence in a serious injury application, this most likely will be due
to the Victorian WorkCover Authority requiring you to give evidence.

Short notice - the difficulty in running Court cases
Unfortunately, we cannot predict exactly how long each case will run for, the order of
witnesses and when exactly those witnesses will need to give evidence. This often results
in us calling you the day before we need you to give evidence to make arrangements.
This happens because the Court expects evidence to flow very quickly and with minimal
interruption. We are not able to stand the matter down for days to allow witnesses time to
rearrange their schedules. We understand that most times this causes huge inconvenience
for you, your staff and patients. We do our best to minimise it, but the way the Court process
runs, there will inevitably be interruptions to your practice, generally at short notice.
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Video surveillance
Often if you are called to give evidence you will be shown video surveillance of your
patient. This surveillance is often innocuous - it may show your patient walking around the
supermarket or down the street.
Being shown surveillance of your patient does not mean that you need to change your
opinion. Often surveillance has had very little impact upon the claim or on any of the
medical opinions in the case. If the surveillance footage does show differences between
your patient’s presentation to you and what is shown on the film, then it is of course
appropriate to make concessions regarding those differences if they would lead you to
change your opinion.

Cross-examination
Any time that you are called to give evidence you will be cross-examined by the other
party’s barristers. This can be an unpleasant experience. Often their questions will centre on
one of the following points:
–	Non-disclosure of pre-existing injuries
–	The extent of your patients work capacity
–	The extent of pain and restriction experienced by your patient
–	Whether other injuries or conditions are impacting upon the patient’s presentation.
All we can say in relation to cross examination is that you are not required to agree with any
proposition put to you if it does not sit with your professional opinion of your patient.

Witness expenses
If you are ever required to give evidence, we would encourage you to bring to the Court
some documentation regarding your loss of earnings/expenses for the period to which you
are required.
This is useful as we can show to the Magistrate or Judge your losses and seek that they
“certify” your fees. If there is certification, your patient will not be out of pocket for your
Court expenses. If we are unable to have your fees certified, then if the claim is successful
the defendant will not have to pay the entirety of your fees and the shortfall will fall to your
patient to pay.

Subpoenas
Subpoenas are legal documents that compel people to come before the Court. If you
receive a subpoena it will be to either provide your notes to the Court, attend Court to give
evidence, or both.
A subpoena to give evidence will specify the time and the date on which the case is going
to start. This is likely not going to be the day and time that you will give evidence. If there are
not further instructions included with the subpoena about your attendance, then you should
contact the party serving the subpoena on you to confirm whether you will be required to
attend at the specified time. RCT / Stringer Clark will always note in the letter accompanying
the subpoena that you should not attend at the date and time listed on the subpoena.
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An RCT Stringer Clark Publication
Contact us to arrange a free first interview
		

1300 366 441

		https://rctlaw.com.au
		enquiries@rctlaw.com.au

Come in to see us at one of 24 offices throughout Victoria
Ararat • Ballarat • Bayswater • Castlemaine • Cobden • Colac • Cranbourne
Dandenong • Epping • Frankston • Geelong • Glenroy • Hamilton • Horsham
Melbourne - Elizabeth Street • Melbourne - Little Lonsdale Street • Melton
Narre Warren • Pakenham • Portland • Traralgon • Warrnambool • Werribee • Wonthaggi

The information available in this publication is a general guide to some legal
issues and is not a substitute for legal advice applicable to a user’s own
circumstances. Unless otherwise stated, we or our licensors own and reserve
the intellectual property rights in this publication. You may not republish material
from this publication or sell, rent or otherwise sub-license material from this
publication or reproduce, duplicate, copy or otherwise exploit material on or
from this publication for a commercial purpose. To the extent that this publication
and the information and services is provided free of charge, we will not be liable
for any loss or damage of any nature.
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